
What is sex ?

Lets  talk  about  sex.  There  are  big  misconceptions  about  sex.  Some  think  sex  is  just  a  man
penetrating a woman for  his and her pleasure, while others think it's just for procreation. But sex
is a  physical intimate  expression of love, reflecting God's love which is selfless. Sex is God's gift to
us as men and women to be experienced in marriage. Men and women were created to be able to
experience love  together in such a powerful way. When a man and a woman come together, souls
begin to intertwine,  acting as one. Like a  perfect harmonious rhythm, that flows poetically with
the  content  of  the  song.  So  this  expression  of  love  is  meant  to  complement  the  other
simultaneously to feel loved, bringing  the two closer together.

Evolution says, because we're animals, we have sex for the survival of our species (human race),
and self gratification. Sex is then viewed animalistically, perceived in a penetrable manner, without
hardly any intimacy at all. Hence, promiscuity, having multiple sex partners and polygamy. But not
all  animals are like that. Geese and swans mate for life, believing in monogamy.  God has even
demonstrated the physical  expression of sex in nature. E.g. the tiger slugs. During  the mating
process, the tiger slugs  intertwine their bodies together with their genital organs.  

Sex is completely immersive  by being in sync. Honestly expressing  love.  It is to seal and secure
your love for one another you are married to. Both would have to honestly express love, in order
for it to naturally flow beautifully. Therefore, by practicing sex God's way it can be meaningful, and
deeply satisfying. 

Sex which  is just penetration does not express love. It's meaningless and lacks depth. And sex that
is used for procreation doesn't allow the process to conceive a child to come naturally. Sex is a gift
from God. Not to use each other to fulfil one's own sexual desires. Nor as a means to manipulate
and control. The act is not to be perverted to sexually dehumanise  human beings to objects. The
inversion of its use is  lust  and not love.  Establishing a physical  bond by premarital  sex before
objectively determining if he or she is  the right one.  A person can be psychologically or physically
abusive or both; and because they've established a sexual bond it feels impossible to let go  (soul
tie). The person can then become physically addicted to another due to sex.

“What? know ye not that he which is joined to an harlot is one body? for two, saith he, shall be
one flesh.“1 Corinthians 6:16 



Sex should be placed back in its honourable position, and practice honorably. It should be practice
between two consenting adults of the opposite sex who are in love and married.


